In this paper, we give the characterizations of self-adjoint domains for singular symmetric operators, by describing the boundary conditions of domain of conjugate differential operator, with interior singular points or in direct sum spaces. Last, we show that there exist other self-adjoint extension of T,(M) which cannot be expressed as the direct sum of the self-adjoint extensions over the various subintervals. After Cao Zhi-jiang [2] and Sun Jiong [7] had respectively given the complete and direct characterizations of all self-adjoint extensions for a symmetric differential expression with limit-circle and any deficiency indice at a singular endpoint of an interval, Shang Zai-jui and Zhu Rui-ying [6] gave the characterizations of self-adjoint extensions associated with symmetric differential expressions with both singular endpoints of an interval. Since then, there has been a satisfactory solution for the problem on the characterizations of self-adjoint extensions for symmetric differential operators. In 1986, W. N. Everitt and A. Zettl [3] considered the theory of Sturm-Liouville differential operators in direct sum spaces, for solving the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalued problems with interior singular points. Recently, A. M. Krall and A. Zettl [4, 51 generalized the method given by Coddington [ 11, which obtains the characterization of self-adjoint domains by describing the boundary conditions of the domain of a conjugate differential operator, and obtains the characterizations of self-adjoint domains for Sturm-Liouville differential operators with interior singular points.
cases of ours. Lastly, we show that there exists another self-adjoint extension of T,(M) which cannot be expressed as the direct sum of the self-adjoint extensions over the various subintervals.
I PRELIMINARIES
Consider the n th-order Symmetric differential expression, hf= i P&W~, k=O over interval (a, 6), -cc <a<b < 00, where pk(x), k=O, 1, . . . . n, are complex-valued functions with some smooth and integratable conditions. We assume that there exists a finite number of singular points of A4 in (a, 6).
M is a limit-circle at an endpoint C means that all solutions of equation are locally square integrable for all II E @ near point C. So regular endpoints may be thought of as "benign" limit-circle points. We can, without loss of generality, assume that the interval (a, 6 ) is decomposed into a set of subintervals, lj = (aj, bj), j = 1, . ..) q, where a,, bi are "singular" endpoints with deficiency indices (m,,_ i, my-1) and (m,,-, m2j), respectively. In general, we assume that I,= (uj, b,), j= 1, . . . . q, are a set of intervals on the real axis. An n th-order symmetric differential expression M, is defined over every Ij for any j, and we provide A4 with deficiency indices (mUpI, myml) and (m,,-, m,) at a, and b,, respectively, and there is not any singular point in (a,, b, Without loss of generality, we can assume that the first 2m,-, -n rows of E.,: are linearly independent, and the first 2mzj-n rows of E,? are linearly independent and denote j=l 2 .", 4. where
the proof is completed from the definition of direct sum. the coefficient matrix of this system is (2m2jp , -n) x (2m2,-l)r and by Lemma 1.7, its rank is 2m2,_ , -n, so the solutions of this system exist.
Then we find a function f,: , such that f,: satisfies Proof: We will give the proof only at a,. It is completely similar for other endpoints. By Lemma 1.9, we assume that y1 =yo' + Cf:21 c,'x;., 
.) Z,)ED(T,(M)), (JJ, z) = Z(z)* B -'B(y).
Let K be an r x 2m matrix, rank K = r. Let N be an (2m -Y) x 2m matrix, rank N= 2m -r and [El,, * 2m be a nonsingular matrix.
Likewise, let P be an r x 2m matrix, rank P= r. Let Q be an (2m -r) x 2m matrix, rank N = 2m -r. Assume that = B-'.
Then we have This is a direct corollary of Lemma 1.8. (ii) KIB-KT-KzBfKT=O;
RESTRICTIONS OF T,(M) AND ITS CONJUGATE
(iii) and This is just part (III) of the theorem in paper [7] . Particularly, we can obtain the other results of [7] when we let m, and m2 be particular values; more particularly, both [S] and [6] are special cases of [7] so they are special cases of ours.
6.2. The result of [2] is also a special case of ours. The result of [2] is exactly Lemma 1.6 of our paper with n = 2 and q = 2. Lemma 1.6 and Theorem 5.2 are equivalent, so the result of [2] is a special case of ours, too.
6.3. Reference [4] can be included in ours. Let A4 be a second-order symmetric ordinary differential expression. If we replace {xl, x2} by (6 4 It is easy to see that Theorem 6.1 also holds when we replace K, B, and B(y) with K, B, and B(y), respectively. In this case, this theorem is changed into [4, Theorem 4.73.
6.4. There exists a self-adjoint extension of T,(M), which cannot be represented by the direct sum of the self-adjoint extension over various subintervals.
In [2, 4] , we had some examples like this for the SturmPLiouville operator. Now we shall give a special example for the nth-order symmetric differential operators. Without lossing generality, we assume that the group of intervals is composed of two subintervals.
According to Theorem 6.1, we know that the domain of the self-adjoint extension of the differential operator over subinterval (a,, b,) is determined by the following three conditions. It is easy to see that when we replace K by CK for any m x m nonsingular matrix C in Theorem 5.2, the theorem also holds, and K and CK determine the same self-adjoint extension domain.
Conversely, if R and K determine the same self-adjoint domain, then, by Lemma 1.10, there must exist an m x m nonsingular matrix C such that 
Let
It is easy to prove that R also satisfies the above conditions (1) and (2) . We are sure that the self-adjoint extension determined by R cannot be a direct sum of self-adjoint extension over two subintervals. Otherwise, there exists an m x m nonsingular matrix C and matrices F and K satisfying condition (1) and (2) which is a contradiction since C is nonsingular.
